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Finalizing Our Robot 
It's the very last week of build season and our robot is almost completed! 

Below is our robot with just three days to go in build season. Here is a 

diagram of all of our subsystems:  

 

A: Climber– Enables the robot to climb up a rope at the end of each match 

B: Gear Intake– Collects and delivers gears to the airship 

C: Shooter– Shoots fuel into the boiler (High Goal) 

D: Hopper– Stores fuel (not yet installed) 

E: CD7– collects fuel from playing field and delivers into hopper 
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Get Connected! 

http://www.Team4909.org
https://www.firstinspires.org
http://www.ptc.com/go/first
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMiNmJW7enI
https://www.facebook.com/FRC4909
https://twitter.com/team4909
bit.ly/2kt9XWK
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3UK6nZBE6oSw3fpsDsejjg/


UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

2017 North Shore District Competition 

3/17/2017 - 3/19/2017 

Reading Memorial High School 
62 Oakland Rd 
Reading, MA 01867 

 

2017  Southern NH District Competition 

3/24/2017 - 3/26/2017 

Bedford High School  
47 Nashua Rd 
Bedford, NH 03110 What’s Left to Do 

With three days left to go, we still have a few things on our to-do list. We 

are installing the shooter on the chassis today. A big thank you to Bose 

who water cut our shooter frame, and also modified our shaft connector 

for our climber. We are also finishing the building of our hopper so we 

can install it by Tuesday’s deadline. Another thank you to Billerica 

Sportswear who is helping us with our bumper graphics. Lastly, our 

software team is diligently working on the code that will be used to 

operate the robot in both autonomous and driver-operated modes. 

Strengths and Weaknesses  

Now that we are just about done with our robot, we have identified our 

areas of strengths and weaknesses. We are confident in our abilities to 

shoot, climb, and carry gears, which will be our main ways of scoring 

points during the game itself. However, one of our main concerns is our 

limited fuel holding capacity. This means that we may have to make more 

trips to collect fuel than opposing robots. Also, the router used for 

communication between the driver station does not have a very stable 

connection. This could cause commands not to be sent to the robot if the 

connection is to fragile. Team 4909 is confident that our strengths far 

outweigh our weaknesses and believe our robot will do great in 

competition.  

  

Creating Robot Parts 

Programming the Robot 



 

Mentorship 

Team 4909 is willing to mentor any start-up FIRST 
Robotics Team 

If you are interested… Contact us at our website here 

Upcoming Robot Reveal Night 

As build season wraps up, Team 4909 is very excited to 

show our robot to sponsors, parents and our 

community! Every year following build season the team 

hosts a Robot Reveal Night. During this event, invitees 

are encouraged to meet the team, our mentors, and 

watch our robot in action. This event is an exciting 

night for everyone to reflect upon the time, effort, and 

support that it took to accomplish this feat. We also use 

Robot Reveal Night as a way of showing our humble 

thanks towards everyone for the essential resources 

that they provided. From financial support, to helping 

us build parts, and to nourishment, we would not have 

been able to build our robot without all of you. Team 

4909 is truly grateful for all the support you have given 

us during the 2017 build season. Details will be sent out 

soon and we hope that you will be able to attend this 

exciting event!   

 

 

 

Social Media 
While the mechanical team is focused on building our 

robot, the business team has been making a consistent 

effort to update our social media pages. Our accounts 

include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. 

Before the season, various students and mentors would 

post on these sites at random times, with no 

consistency. However, a week or so into build season, 

the business team decided to focus more on social 

media. We assigned specific people to each site so that 

we could improve our focus and increase our team 

awareness. We thought that this would be a great 

method to promote the team and to let people inside 

and outside of the FIRST community know what we are 

doing. So far it has been successful; our posts are 

getting more views and we are gaining more followers 

on our social media pages. In the beginning of the 

season, Instagram had 214 followers. We have gained 

51 people since, bringing us to 265 followers in total. 

For Twitter, we have gained followers and have had 

several of our posts “retweeted. On Facebook, we have 

seen a significant increase in the number of likes and 

views that we get on our posts. Please follow us to keep 

in touch with what we are doing! 

Instagram Video Post 

http://www.team4909.org
https://www.facebook.com/FRC4909
https://twitter.com/team4909
bit.ly/2kt9XWK
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3UK6nZBE6oSw3fpsDsejjg/


Thank You To Our Sponsors! 


